SOFIX INSTALLATION
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 Prep the substrate, it must be cleaned,
dry and stable.

Install sealing strip.
Minimum thickness of 3/16'' (4,75mm).
Minimum height 4'' (100mm).
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Install wooden plate.
Thickness of 1 1/2'' (38mm).
Recommended width of 3 1/2''(89mm).
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Install sealing strip on wooden plate.
Minimum recommended thickness of 3/16'' (4,75mm).
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Install SOFIX modules on the substrate.
Secure the SOFIX modules at the seams using adhesive tape.
Do not step on the SOFIX at this stage.
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 Install the 5/8'' (16mm) plywood or OSB sheets
on the SOFIX system.
 Stepping on the SOFIX is allowed at this stage.
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Apply liquid adhesive uniformly on the entire surface.
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 Install the 2nd row of plywood or OSB.
A minimum thickness of 1/2'' (12mm) is required.
 Install the 2nd row at 45° angle.
 To fasten the sheets, use 1 1/4'' screws every 6'' on center.

Substrate
The 2nd row of plywood or OSB must be no less than 5/8'' thick for ceramic, stone or porcelain installations.

Clean substrate

SOFIX and adhesive tape
OSB or plywood
Liquid adhesive
OSB or plywood screwed
every 6'' at 45°
Wooden plate and
sealing strip

Step 1: It is mandatory that the substrate be clean, dry, stable and that the flooring industry installation standards be
met.
Step 2: Install sealing strips at the perimeters of the room. Strips may be stapled or glued on the existing wall using
construction glue.
Step 3: Install wooden plates at the perimeters of the room. The plates must be in contact with the sealing strips
without compressing them. Wooden plates must be fixed to the substrate with nails or regular wood screws.
Step 4: Install new sealing strips on top of wooden plates. The strips can be fixed using staples or construction glue.
Step 5: Install AcoustiTECH SOFIX modules. Join and seal together the modules using construction red adhesive tape
such as 8088 3MMC, Tuck TapeMC or equivalent (not included). Make sure you have a minimum of 1 puck/sq.ft.
everywhere (puck = blue plastic cup under the SOFIX module).
Warning, it is important not to step directly on AcoustiTECH SOFIX modules.
Step 6: Install 4’x8’ exterior grade 5/8’’ (16mm) plywood sheets (or OSB) directly onto the AcoustiTECH SOFIX modules.
Begin by resting the plywood sheet onto the perimeter sealing strips and wood plate.
Step 7: Apply liquid adhesive over the plywood or OSB sheets and spread evenly.
Step 8: Install a second row of plywood or OSB. Minimum thickness of ½’’ (12.5mm).
Step 9: Install the flooring following manufacturer recommendations.
Warning, in order to avoid any disturbing crackling between plywoods, AcoustiTECH Inc. advise a slight spacing
between them, 1/8’’ maximum.
For complete information, please visit acousti-tech.com or call our customer service at
1-888-838-4449.
acousti-tech.com

